Bryant To Host Boston State in NAIA's Tomorrow

The Bryant College Basketball Team, having gone a perfect 10-0 in the Naismith Conference, earned an automatic NAIA Region 5 Tournament play-in spot at Boston State here tomorrow night. Game time is 8:00 p.m.

The Indians ended their regular season with a 107-84 thrashing of Balsom College. The Boston State coach watched the first half of the game and then left. If he doesn't know what to tell his players, I can't blame him. For Bryant it was perhaps the best half of basketball they have ever played. They scored a whopping 55 points in the first half, and led 65-40. Ray Depelteau scored 34 points and brought his season's scoring average to over 20 points a game. The Indians have won 32 of 40 Nashim Conference games in the last four years.

Boston State comes into the game with a record of 21-4. They have lost to long awaited top teams in Kansas City. In my opinion, I don't believe any team in the New England College, I have seen almost 20 varsity basketball games. I can safely say that this year's team has the greatest chance to go to Kansas City. We have the most talent of all the teams in this tournament. Like a dream come true, Bryant's long awaited trip to Kansas City is more of a reality than ever.

Meditation and Business

by Mark Barlow

Scientist, Stanford Research Institute).

Research indicates that each individual can draw easily and systematically upon his inner resources and capacities more effectively than his full abilities in work and leisure, thereby finding greater personal enjoyment, more productive relationships with others, and greater success in achieving his goals.

By focusing on the creative process within the individual, the science of creative intelligence provides practical methods for expanding and developing one's energies and creative intelligence. Its basis is simple and natural, mental technique, known as Transcendental Meditation, which anyone can quickly and easily learn. A process of direct experience and not intellectual analysis, "TM" allows the body to free itself from unwarranted stress and develop the mind's ability to

Continued on Page 11
...And The Invincible Indians
Just Keep Rolling...

It is difficult to express the feelings that one may have felt had he been a spectator at the Bryant-Bentley game held a week ago today. When one basket pushed Bentley, ranked second in New England, into a five-minute overtime, tears of joy could be seen in the eyes of cheerleaders. Fans who never so much as stood at the sight of a Bryant rally, leaped to their feet, with pride and armed with the knowledge that their team was definitely to be a threat in the NAIA playoffs. But this moment meant more to the players: their efforts, their sweat, blood and toll to create an excitement machine had truly paid off. It mattered if we would win; but moreover, the valiant performance of the Indians overshadowed any remorse they may have felt about being defeated.

It is with a fierce pride that the ARCHWAY urges all our readers to see Bryant do a tune of Boston State. The Indians are headed for Kansas City and for those of us who have been watching each Indian clash with gusto, this starry trek is only a small stepping stone. The ARCHWAY tips its cap to their outstanding efforts, their sweat, blood and toll to create an excitement that the outside world offers.

The ARCHWAY tips its cap to their outstanding efforts, but we must make special note of Ray (Popeye) Depelteau and Bruce (Chip) Stewart, the co-captains of our award-winning team, who have joined that elite group of fans who second in England, into a five-minute overtime, tears of confidence in the knowledge that they will win against over-shadowed any remorse they may have felt about being defeated.

The termination of the season for basketball has a bittersweet, melancholy flavor to it. Six of the finest ball players to hit the Bryant hoops will be hanging up their white and blacks trimmed in gold for the bigger and more gratifying challenge that the outside world offers.

The ARCHWAY wishes our Indians continued success, confident in the knowledge that they will win against Boston State, and go on to teach Quinnipiac a lesson they will long remember!

R.S.W.

---

Is This What We Want for Bryant?

The broken plaster has been cleaned away. Except for the cardboard that covers up this large hole in the wall, you wouldn't know anything was wrong. Well, the hole will be patched; and the residents of this dorm will be assessed for the damage, much to their dismay, of course.

We of the ARCHWAY would like to know who feels that just because he pays $9,000 for an education, he has the right to vandalize a dormitory room or even the machines a company offers as a service to students? As a result of the damage done in this dormitory, the game table, one of the few left on the campus which is still in half-decent condition, had to be removed.

Our point is, if you want to do damage to school property, think twice. Indirectly, everyone loses. If you get caught, your neck rates the chopping block. If you don't get caught, you later find that privileges you once took for granted have been revoked. Of course, the innocent suffer even more. But this is the law of the land. Accept it—your lifetime will be guided by it.

A smart man once said that you can't reason with belligerent people. We'd like to think that we are mature young people. But when things like this occur, it's pretty hard to keep the faith.

R.S.W.
To the Bryant Community

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you Bryant students on behalf of my fellow officers: Matt McMunis, Berj Kassabian, Joanne Lipsky and myself for the faith and confidence you showed in electing us new officers to the senate. Retain that confidence and help us make this the best year the school’s ever had.

Sincerely,
Greg Evans
President
Student Senate

To: The Editor
Subject: Professor El Naggar

Dear Professor El Naggar:
Since I have not yet been able to obtain any action through the Grievance Committee and believing that the "Archway" is read by most of the Bryant community, I am presenting more information about certain facts relating to a management course you had last semester.

You made three statements on the "Student Request for Instructor's Review of Final Examination and Computation of Grade" form which I filed December 20, 1972, that I question. First was the statement: "For the sake of helping students, I announced a make up exam on Thursday 21 at 3-5 at my office and the student failed to appear." I was told, through the department chairman, that the only student with a failing grade who could not attend this make up exam was myself. I was told this about 1:15 p.m., Thursday, December 21, after studying several hours for the exam.

The second statement I question is: "Student will be taken in front of Grievance Committee for bad behavior." Because you made this statement, and because this seemed to be the best way to handle the situation, I waited, in my opinion, a fair amount of time for a meeting with the Committee. If there is in fact a Grievance Committee in existence, it may also read this letter.

The third statement I question seriously is under the section "Student Performance." You stated, "Absence 6 times." I would like to see reasonable proof of this statement; namely 45 dated sheets of paper with the signatures of all students who were present for these classes.

Since you were absent from at least three classes and there was no substitute for at least two of these classes, it is my opinion that you cannot produce reasonable proof.

Sincerely,
Wayne Spears

THE ALMANAC

THE ALMANAC

Today is Friday, March 2, the 61st day of 1973 with 304 to follow.
The moon is approaching its new phase.
The morning stars are Venus, Mars, and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this date are under the sign of Pisces.

Texas frontier hero Sam Houston was born on March 2, 1783.

Also on this day in history:
In 1899, Congress established Mount Rainier National Park in Washington State.

In 1927, Babe Ruth signed a contract with the New York Yankees for $70,000, making him the highest-paid baseball player to that time.

In 1943, American airmen destroyed a Japanese convoy of 21 ships in the World War II battle of the Bismarck Sea.

In 1945, units of the U.S. Ninth Army reached the Rhine River opposite Dusseldorf, Germany.
**Preregistration Survey-Summer Sessions 1973**

As part of its preparation for the 1973 Summer Sessions, the Graduate School is conducting a preregistration of the MBA students.

At the same time, the Graduate School is also conducting a survey of student preferences for Library hours.

Each Graduate Student who is currently enrolled should receive a copy of the preregistration. Last week we publicized the tentative Summer schedules.

**Dormitory Room Choices**

Dormitory room choices for the Fall, 1973 semester will be made in the Office of Student Affairs from March 5 through March 9.

Only those students whose $50 dorm deposit receipt is on file in this office will be allowed to reserve rooms. Rooms will be assigned on a first-come, first-served basis. The deposit reserves only one bed; not a complete room or suite.

A significant number of students were notified in December that their health records were not on file in the Infirmary. To date, only a few have completed their health forms and returned them. Failure to take care of this matter will only delay room selections and/or pre-registration for Fall classes.

**Notice**

Reminder--the Cafe de la Paix on the Rue de Bryant will present its gala soriree at 8 p.m. Reserve your place.

**The Skiers Dilemma**

Where have all the ski slopes gone? Long lift lines passing. The long lift lines have a good chance of becoming longer if the Vermont Legislature imposes an already-paused, precedent-setting piece of environmental legislation officially numbered 10, Chapter 151, Vermont Statutes Annotated.

The act has given the state control of the development of private property by setting limits on the uses of all land in Vermont, not merely state-owned land. Guidelines have been established for the preservation of air, water, and soil quality and a mandate that future development of private and public property would not affect these conditions.

If rescuing the Green Mountain State from ecological disaster means imposition of such enactments, it does not seem that it will be likely to happen. Recreation is the state's second biggest resource; skiing alone generates up to $85-million in annual revenue. Boating, water skiing, swimming, horseback riding, hunting and foliage viewing raise the total considerably. Visitors require ski slopes, lakeside developments, beds and restaurants that make it possible for them to enjoy seasonal pleasures. On the other hand, who would come to enjoy the seasonal pleasure of viewing a new model being built?

Vermont, just a few years ago was a region of small farming, small industry, and small income. As skiers discovered by Thomas Crapienski came with them. Pasture lands were turned into ski areas and vacation homes. From the pastoral scene of barns and farmhouses developed the not-so-tranquil scene of nightlife, guesthouses, and restaurants. Prices skyrocketed as Vermonters found themselves in a bind.

As John Ruskin once brought out, "When we build, let us think that we build forever."

**Evening Divison News**

A national organization of evening students has included in its agenda a concern for the regulation of student activities.

**Notice**

There will be a meeting of the Ecology Action Committee next Wednesday, at 3 p.m. in Room 309. Anyone interested in joining is welcome and needed.

**MBA Highlights**

**8-Track Stereo Tapes or Pre-Recorded Stereo Cassettes Only $1.98 ea.**

**MRS. MARTIN READER AND ADVISOR**

**8-Track Player System**

from $5.00

8-Track Car Deck

from $25.00

MANVILLE WHOLESALE

19 Winter St.

Manville, R.I.

767-3615

**INTERNSHIP PROGRAM GIVES INSIGHT TO GOVERNMENT**

During the week of December 12 to February 18, two Bryant students participated in the Pell Internship Program held in Washington, D.C. During their stay in Washington, the students, Jack McLaughlin and Joe DeToma, attended the National Air Transport Conference at the Shoreham Hotel. Besides this conference, the students worked in the administrative branch of the Senator's office and attended various Senate hearings. Also, the students had the opportunity to visit historical landmarks and other institutions in the Washington area.

Congressman Tiemann also sponsored an internship program during the period, in which Jack Davaney and Tony Pizzane took part.

**ISO Reminder**

ISO reminder--the Cafe de la Paix on the Rue de Bryant will present its gala soriree at 8 p.m. Reserve your place.

**FERPA Statement**

Students may request a copy of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) by contacting the Director of the University. This statement is in accordance with FERPA and the University's policies.

**Reminder--There is a meeting of the Ecology Action Committee next Wednesday, at 3 p.m. in Room 309. Anyone interested in joining is welcome and needed.**

**8-Track Stereo Tapes or Pre-Recorded Stereo Cassettes Only $1.98 ea.**

**LATEST HITS---FULL GUARANTEE**

**Stereo Headphones**

from $5.00

8-Track Car Deck

from $25.00

**MRS. MARTIN READER AND ADVISOR**

**8-Track Player System**

from $5.00

8-Track Car Deck

from $25.00

MANVILLE WHOLESALE

19 Winter St.

Manville, R.I.

767-3615

**Daily 3 p.m. to 9 p.m.**

**Directions can be found on campus billboards.**

**INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM GIVES INSIGHT TO GOVERNMENT**

During the week of December 12 to February 18, two Bryant students participated in the Pell Internship Program held in Washington, D.C. During their stay in Washington, the students, Jack McLaughlin and Joe DeToma, attended the National Air Transport Conference at the Shoreham Hotel. Besides this conference, the students worked in the administrative branch of the Senator's office and attended various Senate hearings. Also, the students had the opportunity to visit historical landmarks and other institutions in the Washington area.

Congressman Tiemann also sponsored an internship program during the period, in which Jack Davaney and Tony Pizzane took part.

**Evening Divison News**

by Timothy Castwright

**Notice**

There will be a meeting of the Ecology Action Committee next Wednesday, at 3 p.m. in Room 309. Anyone interested in joining is welcome and needed.

**ISO Reminder**

ISO reminder--the Cafe de la Paix on the Rue de Bryant will present its gala soriree at 8 p.m. Reserve your place.

**FERPA Statement**

Students may request a copy of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) by contacting the Director of the University. This statement is in accordance with FERPA and the University's policies.

**Reminder--There is a meeting of the Ecology Action Committee next Wednesday, at 3 p.m. in Room 309. Anyone interested in joining is welcome and needed.**

**8-Track Stereo Tapes or Pre-Recorded Stereo Cassettes Only $1.98 ea.**

**LATEST HITS---FULL GUARANTEE**

**Stereo Headphones**

from $5.00

8-Track Car Deck

from $25.00

MANVILLE WHOLESALE

19 Winter St.

Manville, R.I.

767-3615

**Daily 3 p.m. to 9 p.m.**

**Directions can be found on campus billboards.**
The Inquiring Photographer

by Jef Stein

Because of the destruction of this wall, the Ping-Pong Table has been Removed!

Steve Valenti, Resident Assistant

Dr. Hagan to Speak on "Dealing With the News Media in Government"

The Rhode Island State Internship Program will present Dr. Joseph H. Hagan, Vice President for Public Affairs, Bryant College, Smithfield, R.I. at a seminar on Monday, March 5, 1973. Dr. Hagan will speak on "Dealing with the News Media in Government."

This talk is part of a coordinating seminar composed of representative faculty members, legislators and representatives of executive agencies to be conducted for two hours on 12 Monday afternoons during each semester. The seminar is intended to bring legislative members and officials, students and scholars together for analysis of specific problems, discussion of readings, and guidance of research projects.

Three students from Bryant are participating in the program. They are Michael L. Diomarne, Austin P. Clark, and Nicholas DeStefano. The program began on Monday, February 12 and will run through Monday, May 7, 1973.

Hotel Administration Major's Receive Awards

Don Reinmann and Tom Pirraglia were the recipients of $40 cash awards donated by the Servitium Club to the outstanding Hotel Administration Major taking the course in Food and Beverage Management during the winter session.

Professor Camper also presented a $25 cash award to Robert Berk. Bob was probably while backing up for a slam shot you lost your balance, or maybe when you missed that serve. How about when you hit the ball into the net... Accidents do happen.

Thanks and a tip of the hat to the few schmucks who made it possible.

INSIGHT

Then One Morning It Was Spring

by JoAnne Goldstein

Time is an illusion.

The day began when my alarm clock rang out loud this morning. I pushed aside my blankets from my body. Then I crawled to the other side of my bed and reached up to the dresser to shut off the alarm. It’s so early. Instead of getting out of bed, I just leaned back, lowered my body back down onto the bed, and sank into the soft pillows. I noticed that the room was very warm. I was awake, but my body did not want to function. Well, not just yet. I hadn’t looked out the window to see what the day was like; but as I lay in bed I could hear, smell, and see enough to know what type of day that I would meet when I set foot outside the front door. As I lay with my hands behind my head, I looked around the room. The metal mobile hanging from the ceiling was sparkling as the air played with it. It was difficult to hear the voices of the people outside the window as the lawn mower turned the corner of the building. It was a fine spring day. My ears heard sounds of spring: children laughing as they ran by, the birds, and the noise of the trucks cleaning the sand from the winter months off the streets. Smelling the fragrance of the freshly cut grass made me feel good inside. I got out of bed to see if I was dreaming the whole day up in my head. As I walked over to the window, the sun blinded me at first; then my eyes adjusted to the sun. The more I looked the more I realized that it wasn’t a dream. The day was beautiful; it was finally spring with birds flying in the sky, squirrels running from branch to branch, children romping in the playground, everyone socializing with each other as they walked down the street, cars being washed, and everyone on my block opening windows for spring cleaning. It is truly spring; so what do I meet when I set foot outside? I will get dressed and walk down to the beach, where I can walk along the sand barefooted.

Time is a funny thing. Everyone watches the clock, but on a day such as this, time becomes an illusion. You don’t care what the precise time is, just the amount of time you have left to enjoy the life around you.

AUTO BODY REPAIR SPECIALISTS

STARR-LUSTER SOLAR SPRAY AUTO and TRUCK PAINTING

FIBERGLASS REPAIR OUR SPECIALTY

AUTO and TRUCK CENTER

42 STARR ST. JOHNSTON, R.I. 944-1683 944-1684

Always an Answer. Dealer Work Welcome.
On Tuesday, February 13, the sisters and pledges visited the Cedar Crest Nursing Home in Cranston, Rhode Island.

The pledges had constructed a Valentine's Day centerpiece of a heart with Cupid in the center, made out of styrofoam and hand-made bows. Also, tiny favors were made with small cups surrounded by red and white ribbon bows and a tiny handle running across the top, giving the affect of miniature baskets. These were filled with chocolates and distributed among the elderly patients.

The Theta girls sang some of their favorite songs, as well as demonstrating their famous "jig," the "Theta Duck Walk," and "Theta Follies."

Punch was later served and the girls had their pictures taken with some of the patients. It was quite a feeling to know you were actually putting some sunshine into people's lives.

We were all asked to go back and visit whenever we liked, and the patients seemed reluctant to see us go. Valentine's Day for us this year was one to always remember because we brought joy to a lonely but
The pledges of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and their brothers aid the ARCHWAY in acquiring the services of its new office. Pledges are shown here lifting a file cabinet.
Theater Review

"School For Wives"

by David T. Pandozzi

At the first of a series of three plays to be revised, "School for Wives" is the first. A delightful French comedy by France's leading comic playwright, "School for Wives," by Moliere is pure joy. An occasion for laughter and simple enjoyment, "Trinity Festival, 1973" has certainly started with here "best foot forward" with this production of such a fine classic.

"School for Wives" can best be described as a story about a man's quest for the dutiful and loving wife. A man of stature and discretion plots to accomplish this way to a perfect marriage. He takes responsibility over a young unwed infant and commits her to a convent to be raised by the nuns. He specifies that she is not to be given too much education for he would like her to be simple and innocent. Her naivety will be the key to a happy and loveful marriage, said he.

Arnolphe, her plotting and prospective husband, later takes her from the convent and places her in his home along with the care of two faithful but dumb servants. Unwittingly, Agnes, the young maiden, one day falls in love, quite innocently, with a passing stranger named Horace. Horace just happens to be the friend of Arnolphe.

"School for Wives" is scheduled to run until March 17. Then on March 22, "Lady Audley's Secret," the box office hit of the 72-73 season, will return for a seven day run. The "Trinity Festival 1973" is the beginning of the real 'repertory company' and now is the time to see the best of the company's famous productions.

MARKETING IS . .

Alpha Mu

Alpha Underway

"Whereas we believe that a group of college students should organize for mutual benefit and pleasure, we hereby establish the American Marketing Association of Bryant College," reads the association's preamble.

The Bryant College Chapter of the American Marketing Association kicked off the semester's program with orientation-type meetings during the past Tuesday. Mr. George Bates, faculty advisor, presented and explained the purpose of the Association as predominantly a student involvement project.

The opportunities are many and varied. Suggestions raised were guest-speaker tours to local businesses and running projects within the school. The Collegiate Chapter, when affiliated with the national organization, its members are able to take part in specially sponsored dinner-speech affairs and the chapter is able to contribute school news items to the national publication of the Marketing News which aids the school national publicity.

The next meeting of the American Marketing Association will be Tuesday, March 6, in Room 243 at 12 Noon at which time elections of officers will be held. All interested students, marketing majors or not, are encouraged to attend.

Crossword Puzzle

SUBJECT: Absenteeism

TO:

All Personnel

It has been brought to our attention that the attendance record of this company is a disgrace to our generous benefactor, who, as you request, has given you your job. Due to your lack of consideration for your job with so fine a company, as shown by such frequent absenteeism it has become necessary for us to revise some of our policies.

The following changes are in effect as of today:

SICKNESS: No excuse. We will no longer accept your doctor's statement as proof, as we believe that if you are able to go to the doctor, you are able to go to work.

DEATH: (Other than your own). This is no excuse. There is nothing you can do for them, and we are sure that someone in a lesser position can attend to the arrangements. However, if the funeral can be held in the late afternoon, we will be glad to let you off one hour early, provided that your share of the work is ahead enough to keep the job going in your absence.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE: (For an operation). We are no longer allowing this practice. We wish to discourage any thoughts that you are using your operation as an excuse, as we believe that as long as you are an employee here, you will need all of whatever you have, and you should not consider having anything removed. We hired you as you are and to have anything removed would certainly make you less than what we bargained for.

DEATH: (Your own). This will be accepted as an excuse; but we would like a two-week notice, as we feel it is your duty to teach someone else your job.

Also, entirely too much time is being spent in the office. In the future, it will follow the practice of going in alphabetical order. For instance, those whose names begin with "A" will go from 0800 to 0815, "B" will go from 0815 to 0830, and so on. If you are unable to keep your time, it will be necessary to wait until the next day, when your turn comes up.

Lenten Mass Schedule

March Seventh-ASH WEDNESDAY

Mass and the giving of ashes will be at 12 noon and 3 pm in the Auditorium.

On all other days of Lent, Monday through Friday, mass will be offered at 2 pm in Room C-267 off the Commuters Lounge.

BUSINESS GRADES

BBA's, MBA's, CBA's, CPA's

477 Business grad students wanted to work in Cameron, Colombia, Lesotho, Liberia, Samoa, Malawi, etc. as peace corps volunteers.

269 Business graduates wanted for

ASSIGNMENTS IN THIS COUNTRY.

Goin valuable entrepreneurial exp setting up co-ops, credit unions, corporations. Assist small businesses and set long range economic goals at all levels of host country government. More responsibility than most employers give to recent grads.

Visit the Placement Office for information or call collect.

MURIEL COKE

(617) 223-6366

PEACE CORPS / VISTA
Old Campus Revisited

Students who lived on the old Bryant Campus remember walking to three or four buildings to attend classes and having to step over puddles of water on sidewalks and jumping over snow banks into sluich. Commuters have mixed emotions as they had to get to school half an hour early to find a parking space on the numerous side streets on the East Side.

Anyone returning to the campus will notice an extraordinary change. The men's dorms such as Scott House, Parks Hall, and Barber House are now converted apartment complexes and Gardner, Appleby are under the control of Bron University.

The major change has taken place on Young Orchard Ave. Stowell Hall, Sal bry Hall, Allan Hall, and Carroll Hall, no longer exist. In their places Brown is building new dorms. Their rooms are similar to Bryant's dorms. A suite is composed of two single rooms, one double, a kitchen, a bathroom, and livingroom.

The Administration building presently seems to be unoccupied. The worn marble steps leading to the front door, brings back memories of visiting the former Dean Smith.

Those guys who lived in Gardner remember walking down a path of asphalt with girls dorms on either side of them. This setting is now filled with construction equipment and two rising dormitories that incomplete. Looking at the old gymnasium in comparison to a new million dollar gymnasium, one wonders how Bryant managed with the old one. Here the memories of the 1969-1970 protest took root, mass Bryant meetings, and intramurals of the school.

Diagonally across from the Shength Hall, where the Archway Gates were taken, stand the old bookstore. Above the bookstore was the community lounge and the latter-Coffee House.

The former Henry Jacobs Library is now the Anthropology Department of Brown University. The library we now occupy offers more services and students have much more ease of access to books than ever before.

There are still remains of the alleged KT annual painting on the Faculty House steps. I was told it was a yearly event to paint the campus green and this usually was on St. Patrick's Day.

To summarize, with coming to Smithfield, we left a great amount of tradition and fond memories. But everyone should look to the future and anticipate greater horizons. With all the complaints one might have of this campus.

All and all we have much to be proud of.

by Dan Aderholdt & Michael McNamara

(continued on page 10)
The NAIA's were tough enough, but Babson and Lowell Tech in a tri meet! That's what the Bryant Swim Team was up against last Wednesday at Babson. The Reavers are one of the strongest swimming schools in New England, and they have the NAIA District 32 team championship to prove it. Lowell Tech, on the other hand, is not as strong as Babson, but they have been successful in defeating Nichols, an earlier Bryant opponent.

In their meet with Lowell Tech, Bryant did surprisingly well. John Johnston added a pair of first-place finishes in the 500 and 1000-yard freestyle events. Mark Rafferty also fared well against Lowell Tech in the freestyle events. Mark finished second in the 50-yard freestyle and he later registered a second in the 200-yard freestyle. Art Burrows seemed to be fully recovered from an early arm injury, as he swam to a second place in the 200-yard individual medley.

In the Babson meet, Babson showed its depth by limiting Bryant to three place finishes. Babson is so strong that its second and third teams could give average swim teams a hard time. There was no question of that Babson dominance in this meet. John Johnston provided a few bright spots for Bryant with his performance in the 500 and 1000-yard freestyle events. John managed a second in the 1000, and he wrestled away a first in the 1000. John Copley was the only other swimmer from Bryant to place against Babson. John finished third in the 200-yard backstroke and he cut six seconds off his time in the process.

The final scores for both meets were Babson, 96-17; Bryant and Lowell Tech 87-26. Personal records were set by John Johnston, Art Burrows and John Copley in the meet. John Johnston did a 12:03.0 in the 1000-yard freestyle and a 5:47.5 for the 500, while John Copley did a 2:48.8 in the 200 backstroke and Art Burrows did a 2:37.2 in the 200 IM. Bryant will not finish its season as scheduled against Boston College. Instead, Bryant will wrap up its season against URI on Tuesday afternoon at Kingston.
**TRIVIAL TRIVIALIES**

Here are the answers to last week's Trivia:

2. What adventure series featured a band of pirates? The Buccaneers.
3. What is Mike's uncle's name on All In The Family? Unnamed (besides cook).
4. What show starred a homely Frankenstein? The Munsters.
5. What is the name of the evil doctor on Lost In Space? Dr. Smith.

**Crossword Answers**

- Mutation
- Simian
- Debacle
- Portman
- Habit
- Hymn
- At
- Scythe
- Neat
- Yacht
- React
- Grunt
- Skip
- Poly
- Gift
- Basic
- Ride
- Hang
- Long
- Gown
- Gallop
- Sheep
- Porch
- Skirt
- Green
- Skip
- Ratio
- Canoe
- Disambiguation
- Time
- Grunt
- Jason
- Seat
- Dime
- Rib
- Gain
- Debut
- Skill
- Watch
- Scoop
- Comp
- Swimsuit
- Detour
- Lumber
- Dime
- Tire
-度
- 結
- 空
- 深

**Wheaton College, Norton, Mass.**

Friday, March 9

**GREASE UP-SLICK DOWN** with Vito and the Oldboys from the Shitton's

8:30 p.m. in Clark Center

Tickets $2.50, $3 at the door

Saturday, March 10

The Chambers Brothers with Park St. Under

8:30 p.m. in Clark Center

Tickets $3, $3.50 at the door

Ticket info: call Cupcake at (617) 285-7295, or Liplop at (617) 285-7295
Indians Lose To Nationally Ranked Bentley In Overtime

by Michael Kata

The Bryant Indians, playing one of their best games all year nearly upset the tenth ranked team in the nation-bentley last Friday night at the winner’s court. The Indians led by Ray Depelteau and Bruce Stewart gave the Falcons of Bentley one of their toughest games all year.

In the first half, behind the shooting of Depelteau and Stewart, Bryant jumped out to a 17-8 lead in the first five minutes of play. Bentley, playing a tough zone defense outscored the Indians 25-16 in the next ten minutes to knot the score 33 all at the six minute mark. A basket by Al Grenfell, Bentley’s 6’7” forward with 4:42 left in the half gave Bentley the lead 39-38 for the first time. The Indians however came back to score four quick points to regain the lead with three minutes remaining on the clock. The Falcons of Bentley then outscored the Indians seven to four in the next two and a half minutes to knot the score at halftime 46 all.

Both teams exchanged baskets for the first seven minutes of the second half. A free throw by co-captain Bruce Stewart gave the Indians a slim one point lead. Bentley then went on a surge as Bert Hammel hit on an outside jumper with 8:30 showing on the clock to jump out to a five point advantage 68-63. The Indians refused to quit however: behind the shooting of Brian Ahern and the rebounding of Dave Sarofine, Bentley’s 6’9” center, the Indians once again regained the lead 73-72. A basket by Al Grenfell and two clutch free throws by Bert Hammel gave the Falcons an 83-78 lead with just twenty-five seconds remaining in the game. The Indians still refused to admit defeat, and things looked brighter when Brian Ahern hit on a twenty foot jump shot with 16 seconds left making the score 82-80 in Bentley’s favor. Bentley took the ball out of bounds and was called for a traveling violation by Tom Costello thus giving the Indians the ball and one last chance. Brian Ahern quickly brought the ball down court, worked himself free, and put up an eighteen foot jumper that was perfect to knot the score 82 all at the four second mark sending the game into overtime.

Bryant scored the first basket in the overtime on a long jumper by Ray Depelteau. A basket by Bentley’s Jim Fuerst tied the game 84-84. Depelteau then scored seventeen straight points to take a 91-85 lead with less than fifteen seconds remaining. Ahern hit on another jumper for the first Indian score in over three minutes at the five second mark making the score 91-87. Bentley’s two free throws by Bentley’s Bert Hammel with time expired made the final score 93-87.

The Indians were led by Ray Depelteau and Bruce Stewart who scored 23 and 18 points respectively. The Bentley Falcons were led by Jim Fuerst, the game’s high scorer with 24 points. Bert Hammel also added 21 points for the Falcons. Dave Sarofine was the leading rebounder in the game with 15. The basketball is a 18 and 5 record, while Bentley upset them to 22-8.

FINAL NAISMITH CONFERENCE STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRYANT</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRINGTON</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASCIO</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BABSON</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORDON</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. FRANCIS</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCORING AVERAGES:

Ray Depelteau 21.4 points
Bruce Stewart 19.3 points
Henry Gonzalez 11.5 points

Ray Depelteau has scored 100 points in his last three Naismith Conference games against Babson.

Bryant College is now rated sixth in New England by UPI.

Country Comfort Presents:

HARPO & SLAPSHOT

A COMEDY TEAM

Friday and Sat. at 8:00